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Theme #1: Formation, Evolution  and Internal Structures of 
Saturn and its Satellites

- Priority Science #1.1: How did Saturn Form and Evolve?

- Origin/Formation from same material source as Jupiter?  Clues to 
planetary migration

- Saturn’s internal heat: Cause and evolution. Helium rain?

- Saturn’s rotation rate: Clue to deep internal structure, dynamics and thus 
to origin/evolution



Theme #1: Formation, Evolution  and Internal Structures of 
Saturn and its Satellites

- Priority Science #1.1: How did Saturn Form and Evolve?

- Origin/Formation from same material source as Jupiter?  

- Clues to Planetary Migration. 

- Investigations:
- Investigation 1: Noble gases and their isotopes via probe mass 

spectrometer
- Investigation 2: N, O, S, P content at depth from (1)  probe mass 

spectrometer,  and (2) Orbiter MWR (a la Juno)



At Jupiter, Galileo probe but finds, surprisingly, heavy elements are 
enriched by 3±1 x Solar, and Ar and N2 trapping requires cold 
planetesimals of <30 K 

[Owen et al.1999]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure SA1. An illustration of the elemental abundances in the atmospheres of Jupiter (J) and Saturn (S) compared to protosolar values of Asplund et al. (2009). All values are relative to H. The values are listed in Table SA1. Direct gravitational capture would lead to no volatile enrichment, so they would all fall on the horizontal line in the middle of the figure. Only He, C, N, S and P have been measured in Saturn, and shown as red dots. The Jupiter values shown as black squares are from the Galileo probe mass spectrometer (GPMS), except for N/H that was measured by both the GPMS (J(W)) and from attenuation of the probe radio signal through the atmosphere (J(F)). O/H is sub-solar in Jupiter, as water was depleted in the entry site of the Galileo probe that turned out to be a very dry 5-micron hot spot, the Sahara Desert of Jupiter. He is depleted relative to solar due to its differentiation in the planetary interior. Ne was also depleted in Jupiter as it dissolves in helium. See text for additional insights. This figure and the associated values supersede all previous versions including the Jupiter only figures in Owen et al. (1999) and Atreya and Wong (2005).     



Saturn and the Icy Giants: only “C” determined; 
what about others?

The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

[Atreya et al. 2019a]
[Jupiter 3±1x solar; Saturn C =10x solar, S (?); IGP’s C= 60-100x solar] 
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Presentation Notes
Figure SA1. An illustration of the elemental abundances in the atmospheres of Jupiter (J) and Saturn (S) compared to protosolar values of Asplund et al. (2009). All values are relative to H. The values are listed in Table SA1. Direct gravitational capture would lead to no volatile enrichment, so they would all fall on the horizontal line in the middle of the figure. Only He, C, N, S and P have been measured in Saturn, and shown as red dots. The Jupiter values shown as black squares are from the Galileo probe mass spectrometer (GPMS), except for N/H that was measured by both the GPMS (J(W)) and from attenuation of the probe radio signal through the atmosphere (J(F)). O/H is sub-solar in Jupiter, as water was depleted in the entry site of the Galileo probe that turned out to be a very dry 5-micron hot spot, the Sahara Desert of Jupiter. He is depleted relative to solar due to its differentiation in the planetary interior. Ne was also depleted in Jupiter as it dissolves in helium. See text for additional insights. This figure and the associated values supersede all previous versions including the Jupiter only figures in Owen et al. (1999) and Atreya and Wong (2005).     



Theme #1: Formation, Evolution  and Internal Structures of 
Saturn, its Satellites, and Rings

- Priority Science #1.1: How did Saturn Form and Evolve?

- Saturn’s internal heat : Cause and evolution. Helium rain? 
- Investigation 1: Helium gas abundance via probe mass spectrometer
- Investigation 2 : Saturn’s internal structure refinement via orbiter 

gravity measurements

- Saturn’s rotation rate: Clue to deep internal structure, dynamics and thus 
to origin/evolution
- Investigation 1: Gravity passes
- Investigation 2: Ring Kronoseismology



Backups

[Atreya et al. 2019b]

Helium: interior processes and heat 
balance



Theme #1: Formation, Evolution  and Internal Structures of 
Saturn, its Satellites, and Rings

- Priority Science  #1.2: How did the Rings Form and Evolve
- How old are they and how are they maintained?

- Priority Science #1.3: How did the Moons Form and Evolve? 
- Did they form in situ with Saturn or much later?
- Do Titan and moons such as Dione, Tethys,  and Mimas harbor oceans 

with habitable zones?
- Investigation 1: gravity studies of moons to understand their interiors 

and existence and extent of subsurface oceans
- Investigation 2: surface composition to seek out regions of active or 

recent cryovolcanism. 



Theme #2: Deep Dynamics on Saturn and Titan
- Priority Science #2.1

- What is the Deep circulation of Saturn at and Below the Water Condensation Level
- Role of water in energizing the atmosphere

- Investigation 1: Deep atmosphere 3-D water and ammonia humidity maps
- MWR a la Juno, probe measurements
- Correlation of water and deep clouds with lightning: MWR lightning

a la Juno (unaffected by cloud opacity)

- Role of Convection, Vertical Transport
- Investigation 1: Map  2-D convective structure via Deep atmosphere 3-D  

water and humidity maps
- MWR a la Juno, 
- Probe wind/composition measurements
- Ortho/para H2 maps from mid-IR orbiter mapper (e.g., Cassini/CIRS)
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[Bolton et al., 2017]

well-mixed NH3 found at 10’s - 100+ bars, NH3 cloud base is at only 0.7 bars!

Lesson from Juno at Jupiter: 
Could well-mixed NH3 and H2O of icy giants 

be at multi-kilobar levels or deeper?    

NH3 ppm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, Toto, I’ve got a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore.Look at that! NH3 is definitely not uniformly mixed below the clouds.We looked at varying the water content and lapse rates but the effects were small on the scale here. We’re still working on the retrieval but we don’t expect this picture to change much.Dramatic equatorial structure	Note that vertical scale is greatly exaggerated, aspect ratio looks like a tall cylinder, like a cigar, but is really more like a nickel.            Concentration stabilizes at 50 – 100 barsDeep ammonia mixing ratio is     350 ± 80 ppm ≈     2.7 x solar ≈     0.5–0.7 x Galileo     probe resultsRelevance for dynamical modeling



Theme #2: Deep Dynamics on Saturn and Titan

- Priority Science  #2.2
- What is the interior structure of Titan and what is its role in replenishing the 

atmosphere?
- Investigation 1: Gravity investigations of Titan
- Investigation 2: Seismometer arrays on the surface of Titan
- Investigation 3: 3D picture of the composition of Titan’s atmosphere and 

surface, including liquid regions (lakes, lake beds such as Huygens Probe 
site,  

- Priority Science  #2.3
- Why are the polar dynamics so different on Jupiter and Saturn?
- Why are localized vortices and other features, especially at mid-latitude, appear on 

Jupiter and not Saturn
- May involve better models and analysis of existing data



Theme #2: Deep Dynamics on Saturn and Titan

- Priority Science #2.3
- Why are the polar dynamics so different on Jupiter and Saturn?

- Investigation 1: More frequent movies of polar cyclones/anticyclones
- Investigation 2: Deep atmosphere probing of polar regions via CIRS, MWR

- Why are localized vortices and other features, especially at mid-latitude, 
appear on Jupiter and not Saturn?

- Includes modeling and analysis of existing data



Theme #3: Magnetosphere-Ring-Satellites-Atmosphere 
Connections

- Priority Science #3.1
- How does the magnetosphere influence the inventory, dynamics, and 

structure of ring materials, and vice-versa?
- Ring Rain on Saturn: How is ring material transported via the magnetosphere 

to Saturn? What is the influence of  this material on the atmosphere of 
Saturn?

- Does the magnetosphere color ring materials? Is the red chromophore merely 
exogenous material?

- More lab data needed?



Theme #3: Magnetosphere-Ring-Satellites-Atmosphere 
Connections

- Priority Science #3.2
- What is the influence of Satellites on Ring structure:  Waves, Z-structure, etc
- What is the relationship between the small inner moons and the rings? Did 

they form from the same parent object? Are these moons transient?
- How does the magnetosphere of Saturn affect the composition of the moons’ 

surfaces?

- Priority Science #3.3 
- Rings: What is the role of Saturn in influencing structure (Kronoseismology)?

- Need decades of data to determine this 



Gas Giant Systems Mission Priorities: Present 
Consensus of the Sub-Panel

• Priority 1:
- Saturn Probe 

- As a stand-alone NF mission, or as part of a future Saturn 
system Titan/Enceladus  mission 

• Priority 2: 
- Saturn Deep Atmosphere Mapping Orbiter (e.g., Juno Saturn Mission)

• Priority 3;
- Titan Orbiter and aerial explorer Flagship mission
- Question: How to plan prior to Dragonfly science return? 
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